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Kate McClune, University of Bristol 

The Poems of John Stewart of Baldynneis: a case study in editing 

Abstract 

This paper discusses the challenges of producing an edition of poetry based on a 
unique manuscript, the sole witness to the poetry of John Stewart of Baldynneis 
(?1540-?1607). What began as a deceptively straightforward task quickly became 
more challenging, and this is reinforced by the fact that an edition of Stewart’s poetry 
has been ‘in progress’, under the auspices of various different editors for the STS, 
since the late 19th century. The paper describes the manuscript and its contents, and 
highlights some of the areas that are particularly significant – the presentation of the 
texts, the wide-ranging subject matter, the relationship with a regal patron who is 
himself a poet (King James VI, who is the supposed recipient of this presentation 
manuscript). Stewart’s diverse Scots, English, and European influences are discussed. 
The most obvious is Orlando Furioso, which he translates into Scots (the first British 
vernacular translation of that text) using both the Italian and at least two French 
intermediaries, however I also note the clear influence of a (now) obscure French 
typographical treatise on his lengthy religious-allegorical dream-vision, Ane 
Schersing Ovt of Trew Felicitie.  

Thomas Crockett’s unfinished STS edition is analysed, and I discuss the ways in 
which this edition has been able to take advantage of developments in the study of 
Older Scots verse. Stewart’s position as a hitherto relatively ignored poet is 
challenged, and the innovative nature of his carefully composed, selected, and 
presented verse is emphasised. 

 

Responses 

Nicola Royan 

This paper addresses the practicalities of editing and the fundamental problems that 
the practice poses. The works of John Stewart of Baldynneis offer some particular 
challenges, very rare in Older Scots: here is a single holograph manuscript. This 
opens a very specific questions with large ramifications: as readers and would-be 
editors, should we be more concerned with the manuscript or the writer? As this paper 
discusses, critical writing on Baldynneis has tended to focus on a particularly lurid 
period of his biography, and this has framed discussion of his verse, even though there 
is no direct discussion of these episodes in the verse. The condition of the manuscript, 
meanwhile, may suggest that the poetry was not in fact much read at the time: if that 
is the case, and Stewart’s verse did not circulate widely, then our sense of its literary 
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importance may have to be reshaped. After all, it stands in contrast to both the 
satirical poems – intended for a large and varied audience through print, and The 
Cherrie and the Slae, which found a large audience through print, if not quite the one 
Montgomerie expected. How best then should we frame our understanding of 
Baldynneis’ verse, and in what ways can editing help decide that frame? 

Addressing that question brings other questions in its wake: what are the criteria for 
choosing which text to edit? The satirical poems may or may not have aesthetic merit 
– Dr McElroy is unwilling to make a judgement – but we can argue for a historical 
importance. Baldynneis has been seen as a court poet: if that is the case (moot, I 
think), should we consider court poetry more significant? There are always critical 
choices, implicit or explicit, about texts given prominence in editing: since editing 
itself is not a neutral act, should we be more explicit about why texts are chosen? 

Finally, always a question: what makes a good edition? How should we manage 
evocation rather than quotation?  

 

Helen Vincent 

Kate McClune’s paper talks us through some of the ways in which an editor has to 
confront the materiality of the witness – in this case, there is only one – to the text that 
they are editing, and demonstrates how engaging with the smallest detail such as a 
rubricated initial can enrich our understanding of the text as it is presented in this 
case. I am particularly interested in her comments on the binding: Scottish 
bookbinding before the 18th century and the rise of the wheel binding style Kate 
mentions is a very under-investigated area of study. The process of construction of 
this book, and relationship of its binding to others made for James VI in Scotland, 
deserve study in their own right. It’s interesting to compare this presentation binding 
for James with the bindings found on the presentation copies of James’ own Essayes 
of a Prentise sent to English courtiers in 1584.1  

As I mentioned in my response to Tricia, I am provoked by considering her paper 
with Kate’s to consider how the editor balances the need of the text and its readers for 
interpretation and contextualisation with the limits of existing evidence. I completely 
agree with the point that in the absence of other facts and documents to comment on, 
any individual piece of ‘limited but rather dramatic information’ can be given a 
significance beyond its merits simply because it exists, and I think Kate’s preference 
for pursuing literary rather than autobiographical lines of enquiry as to what 
influenced this author produces fascinating and significant results. Stewart is one of a 
number of Scottish authors of the period whose vernacular poetry must be situated in 
a multi-lingual context of reading and writing – William Fowler is another, as anyone 
who has ever read his rough papers, also at the National Library of Scotland, can see. 

                                                           
1 James VI, The Essayes of a Prentise, in the Divine Art of Poesie, (Edinburgh: Thomas Vautroullier, 1584): the 
National Library of Scotland and the Folger Library hold copies with identical vellum bindings stained in what 
is now an unattractive orange colour with front covers stamped with the names of the English courtiers to whom 
they were presented – ‘W. Lord Bvrghley’ (Folger STC 14373) and ‘H. Lord Hundson’ (NLS Bdg.s.741); see 
https://staging.miranda.folger.edu/detail/The-essayes-of-a-prentise-in-the-diuine-art-of-poesie/3d4b673f-6dbc-
49ba-a27c-17606f2f43d5# for the Folger copy. 
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I would love to hear more about the apparent contradiction in Stewart not naming any 
authors other than Ariosto, Boccaccio, David Lyndsay and James VI himself, but 
apparently being influenced more by French authors – Geofroy Tory, Desportes, 
Marot. What is the relationship between the literary Francophilia of the courtier John 
Stewart and that of his King? This is a manuscript presented to James VI exactly 
around the time of his own translation of French poetry and the visit to the court of 
the poet in question, Guillaume de Saluste Du Bartas, in summer 1587. But Stewart 
does not take the opportunity to proclaim his French influences loudly and openly in 
this volume, as one would think a courtier trying to impress James and win his favour 
at this moment would. Why not? This is another edition for which my appetite has 
been well and truly whetted, and I will be sitting down when it appears to set it 
alongside Peter Auger’s work on Du Bartas and James.2  

My second question for Kate is an obvious one: given the fact that Stewart has been 
‘the subject of substantially less interest than his contemporaries’, to which surely the 
lack of a good modern edition of this manuscript has contributed, what would you like 
other people to do with your edition? Should Stewart’s translation be given more of a 
presence in the Scots literary canon? Is it something which could be more frequently 
taught? And what, when your edition is published and the ‘start’ button can be 
pressed, are the lines of future investigation you would like to see pursued?  

 

Tricia McElroy, University of Alabama 

 Thoughts Toward an Edition of Scottish Reformation Satire 

Abstract 

In Satirical Poems of the Time of the Reformation (Scottish Text Society, 1891), 
James Cranstoun brought together 48 poems from the period of civil unrest and 
religious debate, roughly 1565 to 1584, that followed the overthrow of Mary Queen of 
Scots. In preparing a new edition for the STS, I confront a number of challenges with 
presenting material that is often anonymous, relentlessly topical, and disparate enough 
to make unifying literary principles hard to identify. This speculative paper is 
organized around several critical terms – Reformation, satirical, literature, Scottish – 
and thorny questions involved in conceptualizing the new edition. What might be the 
unifying logic(s) of this collection? What are the best principles for inclusion of texts? 
What historical events or literary considerations should govern editorial decisions? 
Moreover, my early thoughts of shaping this into a strictly Scottish collection – 
focused on Scots language and sources, poets and printers, subjects and audiences – 
falter amidst the complex political, religious, and cultural reality of Anglo-Scottish 
relations in the mid to late sixteenth century. Distinguishing Scottish Satirical 
Literature from Cranstoun’s edition also presents its own challenges – a few of them 
practical, others more conceptual. For a set of satirical pieces that are topical and 
partisan, the key challenge seems to be one of balance: a readable text that preserves 

                                                           
2 Peter Auger, Du Bartas’ Legacy in England and Scotland (Oxford: Oxford University Press, forthcoming 
2019). 
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the distinctive character of sixteenth-century Scots and a thorough apparatus that 
elucidates but does not overwhelm with historical detail. 

Responses 

Kate McClune 

This enlightening paper offers an absorbing insight into the complexities of producing 
an edition that gathers together diverse works from a variety of manuscript contexts. It 
further provides an intriguing analysis of the ways in which editorial approaches have 
developed and changed over time. Tricia’s discussion presents a useful critique of 
James Cranstoun’s original edition (1891) of some of the works that she is editing, 
noting that the collection is dated, and that important new pieces in verse and prose 
have become available in the 128 years since the STS produced those early volumes.  

A particularly interesting point is made when Tricia comments on some of the 
challenges that face an editor of poems that diversely ‘s[lander] Mary Queen of Scots, 
r[ebuke] her supporters, r[ecount] military battles and e[xtoll] the Reformed kirk’. 
What are the criteria for selecting specific pieces, what is it that links them? These are 
questions that many editors have pondered, and Tricia’s lively discussion of her 
approach leads to some interesting new interpretations of the works. She notes that the 
selected texts need not be read solely within the very specific Reformation context 
that Cranstoun emphasises, but that changes in the period in spiritual and secular 
thinking in turn inspired innovative new works, that experimented with literary and 
rhetorical styles. She further suggests that broadsides served an important political 
function, and were ‘designed to generate real political consequences’ – in contrast to 
Cranstoun’s argument that these poems are essentially ‘popular literature’.  

Her discussion of her title Scottish Satirical Literature , 1567-1584, is especially 
informative, noting as it does the generic fluidity of the contents (she includes prose 
and poetry) alongside its firmly-rooted Scottishness. 

Follow-up questions 

1) The discussion of the overlap between prose and poetry was especially 
interesting to me – the way in which the readers of ‘The Dialogue of the Twa Wyfeis’ 
approach the piece with particular generically-imposed expectations. How important 
is it for the success of this piece, or others like it, that the audience is ‘literate’ or at 
least familiar with particular generic conventions, or specific poems, or types? Would 
the ‘Dialogue’ still be effective if it did not have an ‘interested audience’? 

2)  Leading on from that question, the discussion of ‘audience’, particularly 
Elizabeth I and William Cecil was fascinating, as was the analysis of the ways in 
which these works existed within a complex network of Anglo-Scots political 
relationships. The satires seem to be ‘border’ works in many different ways – 
geographically, generically, structurally. Is it this very fluidity that somewhat 
paradoxically locates the pieces as Scots? 

 

Helen Vincent 
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I begin with a thought from being asked to comment on two papers which deal with 
the problems of editing texts which survive in a unique witness or at most two or three 
copies. Tricia McElroy talks about a collection of texts which were printed as 
completely separate works over a period of years in what must have been at least a 
three-figure print run, but of which only one or two copies survive, dispersed across 
several libraries. Kate McClune discusses a single manuscript codex intended for the 
King’s personal library. But in one respect they face the same problem as editors: 
when there is only one witness to a text, and limited evidence of the circumstances of 
its production and reception, how far should the editor go in not just collating 
evidence but in advancing theories as to how and why these texts were written, 
circulated and received, which after a certain point must be speculative? Is there more 
of an imperative to make these speculations with the full weight of editorial authority 
behind you, enabling others to benefit as far as possible from your editorial saturation 
in these texts and their contexts, or more of an imperative to be circumspect and 
restrict yourself to statements of fact and only the mildest wandering into the 
hypothetical, leaving further development of arguments to other modes of scholarly 
communication?  

I hope we will all discuss this question further in the seminar.  

Tricia fascinatingly questions all the words that were used by James Cranstoun to 
describe his 1891 volume and her own choices for her own edition – ‘Scottish’, 
‘Reformation’, ‘Satirical’, ‘Poetry’ versus ‘Literature’. I would be really interested to 
hear more of the argument she makes about moving beyond ‘Reformation’ into 
secularity: ‘changing ideas about spiritual and secular authority impinged on and 
drove cultural and literary production of a particularly inventive kind’. And I would 
like to see what happens if one flips the hierarchy of genre/form categories into which 
these texts are placed, from satires which are in ballad form, to ballads which happen 
to be satirical in tone in their attitude to contemporary events. ‘Ballads’ is the word 
one contemporary reader, James Melville, uses to describe them (in a reference 
quoted in Sebastiaan Verweijj’s book The Literary Culture of Early Modern Scotland, 
and which I am sure Tricia will be citing in her edition), and if – speculation on my 
part – this can be taken as representative of the first word which came to 
contemporary readers’ minds when thinking about them, then what are the 
implications of that for our understanding of them? 3 Does thinking of these texts as 
‘ballads’ affect how we read their humour? Did people see them as musical, rather 
than literary, texts? Were they sung, as well as, or rather than, read?  

My second question is about the fact that these texts were, for the most part, printed 
(and, I think, written to be printed), but are such rare survivals. They come to us out 
of a seeming void of popular print in mid-century Scotland: there is very little that 
survives of printing during these decades that obviously relates to them. Are they the 

                                                           
3 ‘Ther was also ther a post that frequented Edinburch, and brought hame Psalme buikes and ballates, of Robert 
Semples making, wherin I tuik pleasour, and lernit sum thing bathe of the esteat of the country, and of the 
missours and cullors of Scottes ryme’ (George Richie Kinloch, The Diary of Mr James Melville 1556-1601, 
(Edinburgh: Bannatyne Club, 1829), p. 18, and cited in Sebastian Verweijj, The Literary Culture of Early 
Modern Scotland: Manuscript Production and Transmission, 1560-1625, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2016),  p.33. 
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tip of an invisible iceberg of lost Scottish printing, or were Sempill and Lekpreuik 
deliberately trying something new? And what is the relationship between the texts and 
the economics of print and sale? It’s a nice point that ‘arguably their most important 
audience was Elizabeth I and William Cecil’, but I find it hard to believe that those 
two notorious skinflints paid for their own copies, never mind making it economically 
viable for Robert Lekpreuik to continue printing more of the same.  

I look forward to hearing what Tricia will have to say in response, and also to the 
forthcoming edition – her paper has reminded me of all the reasons why I am eagerly 
looking forward to it. 

 

Joanna Martin, University of Nottingham 

Piety in print: Hume’s Hymnes or Sacred Songs 

 Abstract 

Alexander Hume (d. 1609) is best known for his Christian pastoral ‘Of the Day 
Estivall’, part of his collection of texts, the Hymnes, or Sacred Songs, wherin the right 
vse of Poesie may be espied, which was printed by Robert Waldergrave in 1599. 
Though Hume is often regarded as one of Scotland’s finest Protestant poets, little is 
understood about the composition, structure and purpose of his Hymnes and the work 
is often omitted from scholarly discussion of reformed writing in Scotland. This paper 
will place the Hymnes in the context of contemporary Calvinist verse writing in 
Scotland and England. It then explores the importance of sequence and poetic voice in 
the surviving witnesses of the Hymnes, arguing that the eight poems that make up the 
text as printed by Waldergrave are carefully ordered and interconnected, offering not 
a linear trajectory to spiritual understanding, but a movement from penitential self-
searching to tranquillity, back to penance and self-abnegation, in order to mirror the 
reader’s spiritual struggles, making the Hymnes one of the subtlest investigations of 
the construction of the spiritual self in early modern Scottish poetry.  

Responses 

Sebastiaan Verweij 

Thanks for drawing attention to Alexander Hume and his 'partial neglect' in scholarly 
terms. I'd never read the Treatise of the Felicitie of the Life to Come, but will do so 
now not least in light of what you suggest this text has to say about figurative 
language, and the ways that Hume argues man experiences God through metaphor.  

Your paper is thrilling in its attention to the way Hume's poems are daisy-chained 
throughout the collection, and the ways this linking bears witness to Hume's careful 
design (the 'right use of poetry' in another sense?), but also, as you rightly 
demonstrate, to his theology. I would love to hear more about how you think the 
Armada poem fits this overall scheme, especially as this work celebrates a Protestant 
victory, of Christian over Christian, but seems careful not to degenerate into rampant 
anti-Catholicism. This is such a rich poem, rousing all Scots and calling for a public 
celebration, glorifying God's just war, including the inset 'Song' in the voice of the 
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'Lords souldiours' (affecting another shift in voice). The other poem to account for is 
the epistle to Montcrief. Even if Hume indicated that 'Heere endes the Hymnes' just 
before including it at the end, are there connections between his friend the 'mediciner' 
and the spiritual sickness that Hume wrote about earlier in 'Praise for deliuerie of the 
sick'? The more I think about this, the more I'm convinced your joined-up reading 
attending to Hume's voices is very productive, and I'd love to hear more about how to 
account for the collection as a whole.  

I've always wondered if there is a connection between Hume's ministry and the 
Hymnes, in practical terms: might we imagine him sharing these poems with his 
parishioners, or ought we to conceive of the collection as Hume's ministering to 
Scotland's sinners beyond his immediate congregation? I'm asking in part because of 
your suggestion that the poems are 'focused on the reader' and 'the reader's spiritual 
struggles'. Can we resolve the tensions between the 'self-righteous voice of the 
minister' and the ruinous self of the lyrics, in terms of Hume's vocational calling?  

My major question is about where you might take this project next. Page 2 notes at 
least 6 or 7 further areas of enquiry, including literary context, local and cross-border 
relations, poetic style, and the relationship between his poetry and prose. The latter in 
fact is starting to come out in your paper. Do we need a monograph on Hume? A new 
edition that takes account of some of this new research? Or a book on Scottish 
Protestant poetic that can take the longer view? 

I really look forward to discussing this at Durham soon 

Nicola Royan 

 
This is a fascinating paper, which identifies a number of new research directions. Best 
known for 'A Day Estivall', presented as a model of Protestant aesthetics, Alexander 
Hume has not had the attention he deserves. Martin's paper interrogates the idea of 
Protestant aesthetic, comparing Hume's work to Montgomerie's, and noting possible 
contexts both in and around Fife (in association with James Melville in particular) and 
in both Scotland and England. In a Scottish context, there is perhaps a question 
regarding Hume's construction of 'ane godly poet': what links might Hume's 
construction have with the current exploration of the idea of the Scottish 'godly 
reader', where careful and accurate reading is a profoundly moral activity?  

 
The lack of attention to Hume's surviving works is evident from Martin's paper, and 
this neglect may raise larger questions about critical interests. Is Hume less well 
known than - for instance - John Stewart of Baldynneis, because he is perceived 
primarily as a religious poet rather than a court poet? Is it because he is not seen as 
exceptional - unlike Elizabeth Melville? There are ways in which Martin's and 
McClune's paper are in dialogue with one another, about the relative significance of 
witnesses and circulation. 

 
Finally, again in discussion with McClune's paper, which should come first, critical 
discussion or scholarly edition? How do those models of scholarly endeavour support 
and develop each other? 
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Nicola Royan, University of Nottingham 

What should a learned society publish? Questions from the Scottish Text Society 

 Abstract 

This paper will consider the responsibilities of a learned society, in underpinning a 
discipline and publishing reliable material for others to work with. It will take as a 
case study the Scottish Text Society, and consider its role in publishing early modern 
Scottish writing, whether in Latin, English or Scots; its challenges in supporting an 
audience and communicating work as broadly as possible; and how it fits into a larger 
academic context. It will also consider the tension between scholarly and student 
editions and how this might be best managed to support the discipline 

Responses 

Sebastiaan Verweij 

Royan's position paper illustrates both a set of challenges particular to the STS, but 
also to learned societies more broadly, and to the academic publishing industry as it 
faces up to Open Access and REF stipulations. What strikes me most about this paper 
is the explicit recognition that scholarly editing is no longer enough for a modestly 
sized society like the STS, and that learned societies must work much harder to create 
future readers of such editions through other work: class room anthologies, online 
selections, outreach, adaptation, and more. Perhaps there may also be a place for 
learned societies as advocates or even cultural policy makers advising or even 
lobbying (Scottish) government or other institutions (e.g. exam boards), continuously 
arguing for the cultural significance of Older Scots literature (as Royan does so 
eloquently here). Are we knocking on their doors? Would they want to hear from us? 
Collaboration with libraries should also be foremost and pursued: e.g. opportunities to 
give public talks, curate exhibitions, run public facing workshops, at places such as 
the NLS, NAS, or Scottish Poetry Library.  

Scotland is in the unusually rich position of having three major languages on offer, 
but this creates its own problems: there are few fluent Latin readers beyond the 
academy, and Scots Gaelic is relatively inaccessible south of border. Would it 
therefore be worth adding translation to the potential duties of a learned society, 
perhaps in collaboration with the others? This would of course necessitate a closer 
working relationship between specialists. Even in the close-knit academic world of 
Scottish universities, it can feel that Latin, Scots and Gaelic scholars move in different 
spheres.  

Royan's definition of Scottish literature on p. 3 is brilliant, though I might add (as she 
also acknowledges) that 'early modern' is term which needs particular context for 
Scotland. Beyond fictive literature, history, polemic and philosophy, there might be 
other modes of cultural expression we want to add here: music, song, translation, and 
autobiography. What else? 
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On teaching these texts, I fully agree that we can and should embed Scottish texts in 
Renaissance modules -- I certainly do so where I can. We are at a double disadvantage 
here: UGs (at least at my institution) already favour contemporary over pre-modern 
specialisations, and for that reason, teaching medieval and early modern literature 
needs first to clear some of the canon before we can consider the non-standard authors 
and texts (whether in terms of genre, form, or geography).  

In its mission 'to make familiar' and introduce new 'infrastructure models', the STS 
has in fact recently been successful partnering with a children's' book illustrator and 
author, translating the Buik of the Howlat into a format for younger readers, and 
offering Scots and English language versions. I believe a stage adaptation may be in 
preparation. This, surely, is where the future also lies: STS editors and Older Scots 
specialists are supremely well situated to consider other such adaptations (Henryson's 
Moral Fables?). Running through this paper are the  tensions between supporting the 
discipline as a whole, and the livelihood of the Society -- further knowledge of 
Henryson would be wonderful, but the most current scholarly edition, that by Denton 
Fox, is an OUP publication and out of print. 

I look forward to further discussion! 

Joanna Martin 

 This paper gives a thought-provoking account of the valuable activities of the 
Scottish Text Society from its nineteenth-century foundations to the present, and of 
the shape of discipline on which it is focused (and which it has done so much to 
promote), Older Scots Literature, Language and Book History.  As this discussion 
demonstrates, the remit of a learned society such as the STS is one which has to be 
constantly under review if it is to survive and if it is to continue to serve its discipline 
- just as it has been under the skilful leadership of the current president. The 
challenges are many, as the paper shows: the study of Scottish literature is always 
complicated by questions of how one defines it and its period, even its language, and 
how it responds or relates to the wider ‘British’ context and canon. It remains vexed 
by issue of national identity and the often-unfortunate dominance of cultural 
miscomprehensions about Scotland and its literature following the Union of Crowns, 
not to mention the popular dominance of certain historical personalities.  I completely 
agree that the Society’s duties are to continue to challenge such myths, and to enrich 
our understanding both of the period (medieval/early modern) and its literature. And 
this, as the paper shows, is enviably rich – how many other learned societies might be 
able to contemplate editing texts in four languages, and across such a time frame? The 
potential for the STS is clearly immense and its future work assured if money was no 
object.  

However, as money is an object, the key issue raised here is how to best continue to 
use the STS to engage and enrich: the practical and economic challenges presented by 
exciting developments in publishing are immense for a small organisation.  Like 
Helen’s paper, this reminds us of the collaborative nature of the STS’s main work – 
especially with specialist publishers and libraries. Are further collaborative projects 
with such bodies to be key to the society’s future? Another key issue raised here is 
that of audience – who is the STS for, who should use its editions, and how?  How 
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might it attract new audiences? Of course it should no longer be the case that such an 
organisation merely serves other scholars and editors (or lexicographers, as EETS and 
STS both did in the nineteenth century) and this paper modestly downplays the ways 
in which the STS has been a participant in collaborate projects which reach well 
beyond the academy and surely constitute models for future practice.  

Questions: 

Do you think a further challenge for the society is presented by the REF? The doubt 
about whether publications like the TEAMs editions would count for REF surely also 
has to be taken into account by editors and learned societies as they plan activities 
around accessibility and attracting new readers?  

How optimistic do you feel about the future of the STS and societies like it? 

 

 

 

Sebastiaan Verweij, University of Bristol 

The Reception of Alexander Montgomerie, Nature Poet. 

 Abstract 

This paper discusses aspects of the seventeenth and eighteenth century reception of 
the Scottish Jacobean poet Alexander Montgomerie (c. 1550-1598), especially 
regarding his often reprinted The Cherrie and the Slae. It pays particular attention to 
how later readers conceived of the author as a significant nature poet, and the ways 
these readers tied Montgomerie and his muse to various Scottish landscapes in locales 
where (historically and biographically) we have little reason to place the poet. The 
paper finishes on some preliminary thoughts on the 'sense of place' in Older Scots 
verse, and the ways in which poets imagine and inhabit the late-medieval and early-
modern Scottish landscapes. 

Responses 

Joanna Martin 

This fascinating paper responds to an exciting but still relatively under-researched 
subject in Older Scots, the literary imagining of place and space, and with it, more 
generally, considers the transmission of sixteenth-century Scots poetry to later readers 
and writers and the purposes to which individuals put their engagement with the 
earlier insular literary tradition. This is still undoubtedly a rich area to explore, 
particularly beyond the better-known example of Allan Ramsay and his 
contemporaries. The paper considers the reception of the poetry of Alexander 
Montgomerie, especially of his enigmatic allegory, The Cherrie and the Slae (c. 
1584), from the early seventeenth century, following its first printed editions, through 
to the nineteenth century: as we read here, Montgomerie is identified by later writers 
as a creative inspiration or Muse, and more surprisingly (though in manner closely 
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related to this idea of poetic origins) appropriated in a very specific way by those 
writing about particular locations in the Scottish Landscape: the works of C.C. of S 
(1701), John Wilson (1764), Andrew Symson (1823), and John Veitch (1887), are 
new to me, and their association of Montgomerie with locations in Southwest 
Scotland or Aberdeenshire  seem to be fascinating attempts to authorise their nature 
writing, and explore regional identity. 

 The case of Montgomerie presents a particularly interesting and paradoxical case 
study of transmission and reception. The particular circumstances of Montgomerie’s 
‘fall’ and his religious affiliation, and the related ‘disappearance’ of so much of his 
poetry from the canon, yet the continued printing of the Cherrie,  suggests that much 
more research is needed into understanding what Montgomerie ‘meant’ to later 
generations. He was a writer who was presumably difficult to insert into a narrative of 
Scottish creative identity, and this begs the question as to why G.G. was able to 
invoke him in this way in the early seventeenth century. There are other examples of 
writing about the Scottish landscape – natural and cultivated - in the writings of 
Montgomerie’s near contemporaries – the Lethington poem in the Maitland Quarto, 
Alexander Hume’s ‘Of A Day Estivall’, and in family history writing by Richard 
Maitland and David Hume – which might have been easier to use, though were 
perhaps less easy to access. I wondered whether the response to the river metaphor 
from Cherrie and the Slae in the works of G.G, Wilson and Symson, was 
accompanied by any indication that they had a wider knowledge of sixteenth-century 
Scottish poetry? Your account of G.G.’s Facetious Poem made me wonder about this 
writer’s possible reading of allegories by Douglas, Stewart and Rolland, as well as 
Montgomerie’s poem. My questions therefore concern these broader aspects of 
transmission, and I also look forward to discussing how our relationship with the 
Scottish landscape has been ‘conditioned by the language of pre-modern writers’ as 
well as by writers of the Romantic movement.  I am also interested in your reference 
to early Scottish writing about ‘the landscapes of the mind’ and how this might relate 
to the use of topographical imagery in meta-literary contexts such as that described in 
The Cherrie and the Slae. 

Nicola Royan 
In this paper, Verweij looks at the longer-term reception of Alexander Montgomerie. 
Similar questions about reception have been asked before of earlier Older Scots 
material, the reception and recording of which was clearly affected by Reformation 
concerns (especially in the Bannatyne Manuscript). Verweij, however, discusses 
examples of where The Cherrie and the Slae has been 'owned' by later readers, who 
may well have known nothing of Montgomerie other than this poem. This is a new set 
of questions, distinct from the conscious antiquarianism associated with Ramsay and 
Ruddiman in the 18th century. This examination raises some conceptual and some 
practical issues. On a conceptual level, how should these kinds of later interventions 
affect our understanding and reading of the poem? On a practical level, how should 
such identifications be represented in edited texts?  

 
Verweij also notes a literary-historical lack in Older Scots studies, coming right down 
to the Romantic period, namely any exploration of the role of place in Older Scots and 
Scots Latin material. If these later 17th C writers are happy to locate an allegory in a 
local landscape, should we be investigating locality more thoroughly in other 
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material? What purpose do writers of Older Scots put landscape to? Is it symbolic 
and/or actual? Are there differences between different languages, and different 
genres? Such questions are important in interrogating ideas of a Scottish literary 
tradition and reception. 
 

 

Helen Vincent, National Library of Scotland 

Collaborators, Gatekeepers or Enablers? The Library and the Scholarly Edition 

 Abstract 

Libraries are the keepers of the texts used as the basis of scholarly editions, but have 
never been simply the passive containers of these texts for scholarly use. Library staff 
have played an active role in the editorial process, and libraries have facilitated access 
and the provision of surrogates, or have been rightly or wrongly perceived as barriers 
to such provision and to the work of the editor. This paper examines the relationship 
of the library to the scholarly edition – and the scholarly editor – in the digital age. 
Today libraries work in a climate of mission statements and frameworks for decision 
making, particularly around digitisation, copyright, and reproduction rights, which 
sometimes clash with the needs and resources of editors, while academic interest in 
public engagement and impact has grown. Increasingly research libraries have taken 
on the role of digital repositories and publishers, while smaller libraries may house 
significant texts but have no resource for this role or mission to take it on. In this 
climate what are the roles and responsibilities of libraries and editors? Is it possible to 
develop a model of good practice? While a colleague proposed that today libraries 
should be 'gatekeepers - never; collaborators  - sometimes; enablers - always', I 
propose that libraries and scholarly editors should both always be aware that they are 
collaborating in the preservation and transmission of the text and of particular 
witnesses to that text. Whether it is possible to move beyond that general statement to 
guidelines or a model for best practice, or whether particular texts, libraries and 
editorial projects are too diverse, is still an open question. 

 

Responses 

Joanna Martin 

I found this to be a particularly stimulating paper which raises lots of important 
questions about the roles of libraries and editors in their use of rare manuscripts and 
printed books. This discussion is particularly pertinent to me given my participation in 
the Chepman and Myllar project between the NLS and STS mentioned here, and my 
recent experience of editing collections of late medieval / early modern poetry whose 
single witnesses are preserved in very different kinds of academic research library – 
one a college library and the other a large university library. In the case of one of 
these collections of poetry, the single witness is in a particularly fragile condition. It 
was made available in a facsimile in the 1970s and has been subjected to considerable 
and thorough codicological study by major scholars, although the manuscript has not 
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been made available in digital form as far as I am aware. I have been largely 
dependent on the surrogate form of the manuscript and confess, on reading this paper, 
to feeling almost completely detached from the ‘keeper’ of the manuscript as a result. 
I am therefore particularly in need of hearing the proposition: 

“ … that the scholarly editor should always see what they are doing as a collaboration, 
to some extent, with the institution that holds the witnesses on which they depend for 
their work. Both are working to preserve the text and transmit it onwards, and to 
create and disseminate the best possible information about it”. 

Thank you! In the case of the other collection I have worked on as an editor, held in 
the Pepys Library, Cambridge, I was dependent on visiting the library during their 
restricted opening hours (where photography of items in the collection is not 
permitted), and using a very grainy microfilm at other times as the volume had not at 
that point been digitised. In this case, it felt at the outset as if the librarian was indeed 
a gate keeper, although one who was extremely generous with advice, knowledge and 
time, despite her own battles with restricted staffing and funding! These experiences 
have made me acutely aware of the tensions between facilitating access to, and the 
preservation / conservation of, vulnerable documents, and the practical and financial 
considerations that govern the ideals of archivists and scholars. Surely, as argued 
here, the collaborative nature of producing a scholarly edition needs to be more 
prominently acknowledged in editions, and exploited in the sort of ‘knowledge 
transfer’ suggested here (revising catalogues etc). Collaboration, funded or informal, 
has the potential to take critical editing in new directions and to be more able to 
address the Impact agenda. This will move us even further from those closed 
networks, so restricted by class and gender, with which scholarly editing began.  

My questions: 

How formalised were the principles governing early antiquarian editing in 
enlightenment Edinburgh? How much discussion was there between these editors 
about their role? 

How defining a role does a publisher (of an edition) play in the relationship between 
editor and library? 

There is no edition without the work of the library collecting and conserving the 
witness. Do you think libraries feel undervalued by scholars? 

 

Nicola Royan 

This paper brings to bear an important set of professional criteria on academic and 
scholarly editing. To an academic driven by REF or equivalent publishing demands, 
library priorities and goals can seem mysterious and difficult, so to recognise that 
editors and scholars of all varieties might offer more to support those libraries, and 
perhaps aim to build in collaboration where appropriate, might make a significant 
change in the shared production and dissemination of knowledge.  
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The question posed about the efficacy of libraries, and whether, if they were pretty 
much perfect, would that eliminate the need for at least one branch of academic 
research is timely. Perhaps particularly, if not exclusively, in manuscripts and early 
print, scholars have relied on specialist librarians as de facto collaborators, as having 
both knowledge of the collections in their care, and a broad experience of how those 
documents work. This is especially valuable for students and others new to primary 
witnesses, but it also poses a question: how much time should/can a research library 
allow for librarian-led research? As with so many other duties of the role, a smaller 
library might not be able to underwrite such an allocation of time, so a related 
question might be, how might libraries and archives access funding to enable such 
work to be done? 

The role of personal networks and relationships is an important one. It is one 
supported in academic circles by various network grants and conferences, and can and 
does lead to schools of thought and recurrent critical patterns. The intersection of 
libraries and universities can be fruitful, but we should also acknowledge that those 
networks can be exclusionary. Are there ways in which academics could learn from 
the precepts and principles of librarianship, as a means of reflecting on our production 
of editions and other learned materials? 

  

 

 


